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Abstract

Using the bremsstrahlung data from Wiser’s thesis[1] and the virtual
photon approximations from Tiator and Wright[4] we develop the
files needed to account for hyperon weak decay backgrounds in the
Moller experiment.



0.1 Using Wiser’s Bremsstrahlung Data

David Wiser’s thesis[1] reports on kaon photoproduction using bremsstrahlung
beams for several values of end point energy, k0. His data show that
the variation of lambda production is exponentially sensitive to the
transverse momentum of the produced kaons. His empirical cross
section formula assumes that there is only a modest dependence of
the invariant cross section siginv = E dσ3

dp3
on the photon energy in the

bremsstrahlung beam. The cross section formula is based on the end
point energy(k0), i.e. 11 GeV for the 11 GeV beam. The important
parameters in the formula include the value of s(cm energy2), the
longitudinal moment pL* in the center of mass(assuming an energy
=k0), the value of xR=(pcm*/pcmax*), the transverse momentum
pT and the lab momentum, pLab, of the kaon.

Factoring out the average siginv from the integration of the cross
section over the bremsstrahlung spectrum leaves the fraction of the
bremsstrahlung spectrum that contributes to his tables and plots.
This requires knowing kmin, the minimum photon energy to pro-
duce the kaon+lambda. I use slac-pub-0184.pdf[2] from Tsai and
Van Whitis to calculate this fraction from the first order photon
spectrum for a given radiation length, t. According to these two au-
thors for the 16% radiation length target for Moller the calculated
photon spectrum should be better than 10%.
The procedure to use his [1] data are described in his analysis sec-
tion (p.62 of the thesis)

dNd = NtdNγ(k)
dσ

dpdΩ
∆p∆Ω · eff (1)

Where dNd are number of detected particles, dNγ(k), number of in-
cident photons, and eff is efficiency factors.
Using the relation E dσ3

dp3
= E

p2
dσ
dpdΩ

eqn 1 can be rewritten as

dNd = Nt(EQ
α(k, k0)∆k

k
) · p

2

E
(E
dσ3

dp3
)∆p∆Ω · eff (2)

In eqn 2 dNγ(k) = (EQα(k,k0)∆k
k

), where EQ = number of equiva-
lent quanta described below, and k is the photon energy. α(k, k0) is
the bremsstrahlung factor which describes the deviation of the pho-
ton spectrum from a 1/k dependence. There is a minimum photon
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momentum, kmin, needed to produce the detected particle of mo-
mentum p into the solid angle ∆Ω. In principle the invariant cross
section, (E dσ3

dp3
) depends on photon momentum so one would need

to integrate from kmin to k0 to determine the number of detected
particles Nd.

Nd = Nt
p2

E
·∆p∆Ω · eff · EQ

∫ k0

kmin
(E
dσ3

dp3
)
α(k, k0)dk

k
(3)

The integrated cross section which Wiser shows in his tables and
graphs is defined from eqn 3∫ k0

kmin
(E
dσ3

dp3
)
α(k, k0)dk

k
= Nd/[Nt

p2

E
·∆p∆Ω · eff · EQ] (4)

Wiser uses (Appendix B, p194) eqn < B − 1− 1 > to describe the
number of photons as a function of energy. dnγ/dk = bα(k, k0)/k,
see his eqn < B − 1− 3 >.

The function α(k, k0) for the first order photon bremsstrahlung
spectrumi [2] from Tsai and Van Whitis is

α(k, k0) = (rz1 − exp(−z2))/(
7

9
+

4ln(r)

3
) (5)

Where z1 = 4t/3, z2 = 7t/9, r = 1 − k/k0, and t is the radiaiton
length.

b is a normalization factor chosen so that∫ k0

0
bα(k, k0)dk = k0. (6)

On p. 195 he defines equivalent quanta, EQ = U/k0, where U is
the total energy contained in the bremsstrahlung beam integrated
over the duration of the run.

U =
∫ k0

0
kbα(k, k0)dk/k (7)

As I see using Wiser’s data for lambda production one would
1) First calculate the kinematics for γ + p− > K+ + Λ at k0 =

11 GeV. This gives pcm and fixes xR=pcm/pcmax = 1 because we
assume a two body final state. This assumption is consistent with
his values for kmin(table vii in his thesis).
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2) Randomly select θ in c.m. to get pT, which also gives pL* (cm
longitudinal momentum).

3) Calculate pLab for the K+, then calculate the K+ lab energy.
4) Evaluate the cross section from his formula as per siginv.cpp

(as per an example in the Appendix) and weight the lambda event
with this cross section.

We can generate lambdas as a function of depth into the target
from t = 0% to t = 16%. From the kinematics there should be a
cloud of decaying lambdas extending quite far, about 0.5 meters,
from the LH2 target.

5) Since the total energy in the bremsstrahlung beam is U =
NedU , where dU =

∫ k0
0 kα(k, k0)dk/k, then the equivalent number

of photons per electron is dEQ = dU/k0. Note that dU depends
on the radiation length. Then eqn 3 can be written in the form of
detected particles per electron as

dNd

dNe

= Nt
p2

E
·∆p∆Ω · eff · dEQ

∫ k0

kmin
(E
dσ3

dp3
)
α(k, k0)dk

k
(8)

Examples of the fits to the cross section are shown in table 1
for a fixed transverse kaon momentum and in table 2 for varying
transverse kaon momenta.

The quantity sigfit is defined by the integral in eqn 8.

There is an effective cross section per electron for hyperon pro-
duction from equation 8.

σeff (pLab, Ptrans, P
∗
L, t) = dEQ

∫ k0

kmin
(E
dσ3

dp3
)
α(k, k0)dk

k
(9)

Here t is the fractional radiation thickness. The value of t affects
both the dEQ and the integral in equation 9. Since the Moller target
will be an extended target the rate of hyperon production from
bremsstrahlung will be a function of depth into the target.Table 3
shows σeff (pLab, Ptrans, P

∗
L, t) as a function of radiation thickness

for selected values of pLab, Ptrans, P
∗
L.
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pLab P ∗
L sigma dsigma sigfit

GeV/c GeV/c µb/GeV 2 µb/GeV 2 µb/GeV 2

3. -0.72 3.86e-4 0.68e-4 4.77e-4
4. -0.151 6.67e-4 0.69e-4 8.82e-4
5. 0.255 4.40e-4 0.47e-4 8.89e-4
6. 0.588 3.37e-4 0.34e-4 6.68e-4
7. 0.882 1.75e-4 0.15e-4 4.03e-4
8. 1.152 1.20e-4 0.11e-4 1.61e-4

Table 1: Measured cross sections for kaon production and the parametrized
fit(sigfit) from Wiser’s data for Ptrans = 1.625GeV/c for several lab momenta.
Radiation thickness = 0.025 and P ∗

L is the longitudinal center of mass momen-
tum.

Ptrans P ∗
L sigma dsigma sigfit

GeV/c GeV/c µb/GeV 2 µb/GeV 2 µb/GeV 2

0.875 0.488 2.82e-1 0.16e-1 4.00e-1
1.001 0.410 1.17e-1 0.07e-1 1.66e-1
1.125 0.321 3.63e-2 0.12e-1 6.68e-2
1.250 0.221 1.53e-2 0.07e-2 2.52e-2
1.375 0.110 6.77e-3 0.52e-3 9.00e-3
1.500 -0.014 2.04e-3 0.16e-3 2.96e-3
1.625 -0.151 6.67e-4 0.69e-4 8.82e-4
1.750 -0.300 1.43e-4 0.21e-4 2.27e-4
1.875 -0.464 2.24e-5 0.64e-5 4.38e-5

Table 2: Measured cross sections for kaon production and the parametrized
fit(sigfit) from Wiser’s data for PL = 4GeV/c for several transverse momenta,
Ptrans. Radiation thickness = 0.025 and P ∗

L is the longitudinal center of mass
momentum.

t sigfit dEQ dEQ*sigfit
rad. thickness µb/GeV 2 equivalent photons/electron µb/GeV 2

0.04 1.57e-4 0.0377 5.92e-6
0.08 1.48e-4 0.0726 1.07e-5
0.12 1.39e-4 0.105 1.46e-5
0.16 1.31e-4 0.1347 1.76e-5

Table 3: Effective cross section per electron, σeff (pLab, Ptrans, P
∗
L, t) for pLab =

8GeV/c, Ptrans = 1.625GeV/c, P ∗
L = 1.152GeV/c, for different radiation thick-

nesses, t and incident electron =11GeV .
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0.2 Electroproduction using Virtual Photons

The code has been written and tested and is in the Appendix. This
section to be filled in yet.

0.3 Input files for geant4 use of hyperon data

I suggest we create a file which has as its parameters for each event
xlab,ylab,,zlab (decay point in lab of lambda)
plab(x),plab(y),plab(z) (lab momenta of lambda at decay point)
rest frame polarization of lambda
cross section weight for lambda creation

This file could be created once producing a cloud of lambdas
which could be read into the geant4 simulation. There may be more
than one attempt to adjust shielding to shield the detectors from
the decays of the lambda. The cloud of lamdas is independent of
any other geometry in the Moller set up. It depends only on the
LH2 target and the beam energy.

With the variables in the file we can make the necessary trans-
formation to the rest frame to produce the pions from

Λ→ p+ π− (64%) Λ→ n+ π0 (36%) (10)

We may need to shield the detectors from the photons from π0

decay. The lambdas will normally decay outside of the LH2 target.

The Lorentz transformations for the kinematics and for the 4
vector polarization codes have been written as per the procedures
in Jackson’s book and the book he coauthored with Hagedorn.

0.4 Appendix

Kaon production code from Wiser’s data

// calculate the invariant cross section from Wiser thesis

#include <iostream>

#include <cstdlib>
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#include <ctime>

#include <cmath>

#include <fstream>

#include <cctype>

#include <cstring>

//Appendix A - Wiser kinematics

//k0, kmin = photon end point energy, minimum photon energy

//kaon cross sections for gamma+p->kaon + X

//pcmax = cm momentum for gamma+p->kaon+lambda, for endpoint energy

//s = cm energy squared

//pLab = kaon lab momentum

//pT = transverse kaon momentum in lab and cm

//pLcm = longitudinal momentum of kaon in cm for endpoint energy

//pcm = kaon cm momentum given by pT and pLcm

//dEQ = equivalent photons per electron, see Wiser thesis

main()

{

double k0, mp=0.938, mkplus=0.494, mlambda=1.116, pcmax, x, s;

double a1=368.,a2=1.91,a3=1.91,a4=1.15,a5=-5.91,a6=-1.74;

double pLab,pT, ML, xR,E,pLcm,pcm,pLabL,kmin=0.,theta,ekplus,abst;

double t1, t2a, t2, t3, t4, siginv;

double k,e0,t=0.025,r,kIapprox, z1, z2;

double Fapprox, dk, sum=0., norm, dEQ;

int nk=50, i;

char bl = ’ ’, eol = ’\n’;

std::cout<<"enter photon energy k0 in GeV "<<eol;

std::cin>>k0;

s = (mp+k0)*(mp+k0)-k0*k0;

x = s*s+(mkplus*mkplus-mlambda*mlambda)*(mkplus*mkplus-mlambda*mlambda);

x = (x -2.*(mkplus*mkplus + mlambda*mlambda)*s)/4./s;

pcmax = sqrt(x);

std::cout<<"pcmax = "<<pcmax<<eol;

std::cout<<"enter pLab pT pLcm ";

std::cin>>pLab>>pT>>pLcm;

pcm = sqrt(pT*pT+pLcm*pLcm);

xR = pcm/pcmax;

ML = sqrt(pT*pT + mkplus*mkplus);

//E = sqrt(ML*ML+pLcm*pLcm); // cm energy

E = sqrt(mkplus*mkplus + pLab*pLab); // lab energy
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std::cout<<"E ML xR "<<E<<bl<<ML<<bl<<xR<<eol;

theta = asin(pT/pLab);

std::cout<<"theta = "<<57.295*theta<<eol;

ekplus = sqrt(pLab*pLab+mkplus*mkplus);

kmin=(mlambda*mlambda-mkplus*mkplus-mp*mp+2.*mp*ekplus)/2./(mp - ekplus + pLab*cos(theta));

t1 = a1 + a2/sqrt(s);

t2a = 1. - xR + a3*a3/s;

t2 = pow(t2a,a4);

t3 = exp(a5*ML);

t4 = exp(a6*pT*pT/E);

abst = 2.*k0*pLab*(1.-cos(theta));

//t4 = exp(a6*2.*mp*abst/s);

std::cout<<"pT*pT/E "<<pT*pT/E<<" 2*mp*|t|/s "<<2.*mp*abst/s<<eol;

siginv = t1*t2*t3*t4;

std::cout<<"siginv = "<<siginv<<" ub/GeV^2 for end point energy = "<<k0<<" GeV"<<eol;

// integral cross section from kmin to k0

//std::cout<<"enter minimum photon momentum kmin and radiation length ";

//std::cin>>kmin>>t;

dk = k0/nk;

k = 0.;

e0 = k0;

z1 = 4.*t/3.;

z2 = 7.*t/9.;

// first get the normalization for the photon spectrum shape

for(i=0;i<nk-1;i++){

r = 1. - k/e0;

kIapprox = ( pow(r,z1) - exp(-z2))/(7./9. +4./3.*log(r));

sum = sum + kIapprox;

k = k + dk;

}

sum = sum*dk;

std::cout<<"sum = "<<sum<<eol;

norm = k0/sum;

dEQ = sum/k0;

std::cout<<"normalization for integral 0 to k0 = "<<norm<<eol;

sum = 0.;

dk = (k0-kmin)/nk;

k = kmin;
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// integrate cross section over photon spectrum

for(i=0;i<nk-1;i++){

r = 1. - k/e0;

kIapprox = ( pow(r,z1) - exp(-z2))/(7./9. +4./3.*log(r));

sum = sum + kIapprox/k;

k = k + dk;

}

siginv = siginv*norm*sum*dk;

std::cout<<"integrated cross section from k0 to kmin "<<siginv<<" ub/GeV^2"<<eol;

std::cout<<"pLab pT pLcm kmin siginv "<<pLab<<bl<<pT<<bl<<pLcm<<bl<<kmin<<bl<<siginv<<eol;

std::cout<<"dEQ per electron = "<<dEQ<<eol;

}

Virtual Photon calculation from Tiator and Wright

//virtual photon spectrum from L. Tiator and L.E. Wright, NPA379(1982)407

#include <iostream>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <ctime>

#include <cmath>

#include <fstream>

#include <cctype>

#include <cstring>

// gamma + Mi -> pi + residual

// q0 = kpi + pf : momentum conservation in photoproduction, photon momentum

//(kpi,theta_pi,phi_pi) pion 3 momentum desired

//Mi: target mass, e.g. proton

//Mf: residual mass, e.g. neutron

//R recoil factor

//D, D0 denominators

//ki, kf : initial and final electron energy

main()

{

double mpi=0.13957, mp=0.93827,w0,kpi,Epi,theta_pi,ei,ef0,ki,kf0, pi=3.14159;

double D0,Ei, Mi, Mf, mn=0.93946,rad=57.2958, q0,R, me = 0.000511, Ne, sigp,sige;

double ar, br, arp, brp, a, b, ap, bp, delta, alpha=0.00729735, f1, f2, f3;

char bl = ’ ’, eol = ’\n’;

// determine the photon energy for a given pion momentum and theta_pi

std::cout<<"enter pion momentum(GeV/c) and theta_pi: ";
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std::cin>>kpi>>theta_pi;

Epi = sqrt(mpi*mpi + kpi*kpi);

q0=(mn*mn+kpi*kpi-mp*mp-Epi*Epi+2.*Epi*mp)/2./(mp-Epi+kpi*cos(theta_pi/rad));

w0 = q0;

std::cout<<"photon energy = "<<q0<<eol;

// find the recoil factor, very sensitive R near the end point energy(q0)

std::cout<<"enter initial electron momentum, ki(GeV/c): ";

std::cin>>ki;

kf0 = ki - q0;

ei = sqrt(ki*ki + me*me);

ef0 = sqrt(kf0*kf0 + me*me);

Mi = mp;

D0 = Mi + ei - Epi +ef0*(kpi*cos(theta_pi/rad)-ki)/kf0;

R = (Mi + w0 -(Epi/kpi)*w0*cos(theta_pi/rad))/D0;

std::cout<<"recoil factor = "<<R<<eol;

//determine the virtual photon spectrum, Ne

ar = Mi + ei - Epi; //eqn 16

br = ef0*(kpi*cos(theta_pi/rad)-ki)/kf0;

a = me*me -ei*ef0;

b = ki*kf0;

delta = -me*me*br*(ei/ef0 - 1.)/ar;

ap = a - delta;

bp = b + delta;

f1 = alpha/2./pi*(w0*w0/ki/ki)*(b/bp)*(ar+br)/(ar - (ap/bp)*br);

f2 = (ap-bp)*(ar+br)/(ap+bp)/(ar-br);

f3 = (1.-2.*a/w0/w0)*log(f2) -4.*b/w0/w0;

Ne = f1*f3;

std::cout<<"enter photoproduction cross section (ub/sr): ";

std::cin>>sigp;

sige = (Ne/w0)*R*sigp*1.e3;

std::cout<<"sige = "<<sige<<bl<<"nb/GeV/sr"<<eol;
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